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• discussion of design and construction issues
• guidance specific to different types of timber structures.
• guidance on monitoring and assessment of existing timber structures
• details on maintenance, repair and enhancement of timber structures, including maintenance practices. 

Useful Appendices to the manual are:
• one page summaries of properties for each of 76 potential timber species
• a model construction specification
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This R&D Technical Summary relates to R&D Project W5A-069 and the following R&D outputs:

• Manual on the use of timber in coastal and river engineering,  Matt Crossman and Jonathan Simm.
 ISBN: 0-7277-3283-8  Published by Thomas Telford Ltd,  September 2004  

The lead funder for this collaborative project was DTI under its Partners in Innovation (PII) scheme.  The
Environment Agency, British Waterways, HR Wallingford, TRADA Technology and SCOPAC also
contributed cash funding. 

Publication Status - Internal: Released to Operating Authorities; External: Released to public domain

Project Manager:  Richard Copas, Team Leader – Landscape & Archaeology, Environment Agency

Research Contractor:  HR Wallingford Ltd, Howbery Park, Wallingford, Oxon OX10 8BA with support
from TRADA Technology.  Contractor’s Project Manager: Mr Jonathan Simm

Tel: +44 (0)1491 835381    Fax: +44 (0) 1491 832233  Web: www.hrwallingford.co.uk.

The above outputs are available on the Defra / Environment Agency webpages for the Joint Flood and
Coastal Erosion Risk Management R&D Programme.  These are currently at www.environment-
agency.gov.uk/floodresearch, and will be incorporated into the new Defra-hosted webpages at
www.defra.gov.uk/environ/fcd/research (use the search tool located on the project information and
publications page).  

Copies are held by the EA Information Centre but otherwise printed copies of this output is available
through Thomas Telford Books (www.thomastelford.com/books/) – see Water and Coastal Engineering
catalogue. 
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